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ABSTRACT

In democratic country, all eligible citizens chose their government through voting. An online voting system is

today’s need. We have addresses issues in identification, authentication, confidentiality and integrity in the remote

voting system. Password and biometric features based authentication is proposed in this paper. Confidentiality to

the biometric database is provided by XOR based recursive visual cryptography and invertible XOR property.

Confidentiality of the password is provided by using cryptography and steganography. Tampering of data is checked

using hash code. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

A secure remote voting system is need of today. Important security considerations in a remote voting

system are trustworthy secure authentication with confidentiality to the registration database.

Following are security considerations given by NIST for remote voting system.

• Identification and Authentication - An unique identity provided by voter to get identified in the

registration database uniquely. In authentication, the user provides credentials to the system which

are verified to establish trust in user identity.

• Confidentiality - System must store registration data such that even someone get access to it cannot

understand the data.

• Integrity – System must ensure the data used during authentication is same as the data given at the

time of registration.

Authentication is provided using a password and biometric features. Confidentiality to the database is

provided by XOR based recursive visual cryptography and steganography. Integrity is provided using hash

code.

2. RELATED WORK

Our research focuses on issues in registration and authentication module of the online voting system. In [1]

and [2], login ID and PIN/password have been used which are transferable credentials. One can transfer

these credentials to another and another person can cast a vote instead of authorized voter.

Biometrics is biological characteristics which identify the person uniquely. Biometric credentials are

non-transferable from one person to another. In [13], authors have used fingerprint is used for authentication.

In [15], fingerprint and password are used during authentication. Fingerprint image is stored in the smart

card of voter and registration database. The drawback of this system is the live fingerprint of the voter is not
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taken during authentication. So, a fake smart card can be created with valid fingerprint and a fake voter can

cast a vote instead of authorized voter.

In [3], cryptography and steganography are used together to provide confidentiality to embedded data.

In [17], authors used LSB of the cover image to hide data. In [14], cryptography and steganography are

used to provide secure authentication in an online voting system. The fingerprint is used as a secret key to

store PIN. The live fingerprint of a voter is not taken during authentication. In [6], visual cryptography is

used to create two shares of password image. The drawback of the system is if fake voter gets the share of

password then he/she can cast a vote instead of valid voter. In [5], authors used live fingerprint for

authentication. But this system does not provide confidentiality and integrity to the database. The microphone

is low cost and commonly available device. So, in [12], the voice is used during authentication. But voice

has false acceptance rate more than the fingerprint.

In [8], the fingerprint is used as a biometric measure. Confidentiality to the database is provided by

visual cryptography. The problem here is if a voter has a crack on finger then he will not be authenticated as

a legitimate voter. Therefore, multiple biometric factors are used in [9]. Here confidentiality is provided to

the database. But, the scheme does not check if data in database and VIC has tampered or not. In [10],

authors have given a scheme to provide confidentiality to password.

In 1994, Naor and Shamir have introduced visual cryptography [4]. Reconstructed image using visual

cryptography has reduced image resolution and contrast [11]. In [7], XOR-based visual cryptography is

used to reconstruct lossless image. In (2, 2) scheme, for a white pixel, same shares are selected and for

black pixel, two inverse shares are selected. Recursive XVC introduced in [16] divides shares created in

the first step recursively into sub-shares.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR REGISTRATION AND AUTHENTICATION

Main purpose of authentication is only eligible voter should be allowed to vote. Each voter is allowed to

cast only one vote at a time. For correct authentication, we need to use non-transferable credentials such as

biometric features.

3.1. Registration Phase

Eligibility of an individual for voting is checked first before allowing him to go for registration. This is

done by checking original identity card issued by the government, original address proof, etc. After

verification, an eligible individual is allowed to register. We have used cryptographic hash algorithm SHA-

512 to generate hash code.

Following are the steps in registration phase:

1) Each voter is issued with Voter’s Identity Card (VIC). For each voter, unique voter identification

number (VIN) is created.

2) Live fingerprint and photo of the face of a voter are taken.

3) XOR-based visual cryptography is used to create two shares of fingerprint-image i.e. share_T
1
 and

share_T
2
.

4) XOR-based visual cryptography is used to create two shares of photo-image i.e. share_P
1
 and

share_P
2
.

5) Share share_T
1
 and share_P

1
 are stored in VIC.

6) The hash code of share_T
1
 and share_P

1
 is created and stored voter’s registration database DB

1
 and

DB
2
 respectively.
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7) Recursive XOR-based visual cryptography is used on share share_T
2
 and share_P

2
. It divides share_T

2

into share11 and share
12

 and share_P
2
 into share

21
 and share

22
.

8) The hash codes of these four shares are created and stored in VIC.

9) Share share
11

 is stored on DB
1
 and share share

22
 is stored in DB

4
.

10) Share share
12_22

 is created as share
12_22

 = share
12

 XOR share
22

. It is stored in DB
2
.

11) Share share
11_21

 is created as share
11_21

 = share
11

 XOR share
21

. It is stored in DB
3
.

12) The voter is further directed to enter the 4-digit password (PW) which is similar to our ATM PIN.

13) Timestamp (TS) of 32-bits is generated by the system.

14) Secret message is created using entered PW and TS as follows:

SM = (Hash (PW||TS) || TS).

15) Secret message is then encrypted using private key of Authentication Sever as follows: ESM = E

(PUAS, SM).

Embed ESM in cover Image using LSB technique and PW as start position. It is stored in DB
5.

3.2. Authentication Phase

On Election Day, a voter will be allowed for authentication if he has valid Voters Identification Card (VIC).

Following are the steps for authentication phase.

1) The Smart card reader is used to read VIN, shares share_T
1
, share_P

1 
and four hash codes of database

shares from Voters Identification Card (VIC).

2) Voter’s registration database is searched with key VIN. Voter’s personal information and stego_image

is extracted from the database.

3) Other shares share
11

, share
12_22

, share
11_21

 and share
22

 are read from DB
1
, DB

2
, DB

3
 and DB

4
. The

hash codes of these shares are generated and compared with hash code retrieved from VIC. If it

matches then shares from database are unchanged. The hash code of shares share_T
1
 and share_P

1

are generated. It is compared with hash code from DB
1
 and DB

2 
respectively. If it matches then VIC

is unchanged.

4) Read voter’s STATUS flag. FALSE STATUS flag indicates a vote has been cast. The TRUE STATUS

flag indicates vote is not cast. If the flag is TRUE then continue with step 5.

5) The voter is directed to enter a password (PW).

6) Entered password (EPW) is used as starting position to decode stego_image and the encrypted

secret message (ESM) is retrieved.

7) ESM is decrypted using the public key of authentication server to retrieve the secret message.

SM = D (PU
AS

, ESM).

8) First 512-bits of SM contain original hash code OHC = Hash (PW||TS) and last 32-bits contain an

original timestamp.

9) New hash code (NHC) is generated by using Entered password (EPW) and original timestamp (TS) as

NHC = Hash (PW||TS).

10) Generated new hash code (NHC) is compared with original hash code (OHC). If it is same then the

password is correct otherwise not.
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11) If voter enters the wrong password then give him three chances. If he still fails to enter correct

password then reject him as an unauthentic voter.

12) If voter enters correct password then do biometric authentication using next steps.

13) Share share
12

 is created as share
12

 = share
12_22

 XOR share
22

.

14) Share share_T
2 
is created as share_T

2
 = share

11
 XOR share

12
.

15) The original fingerprint image is reconstructed as share_T
1
 XOR share_T

2
.

16) Share share
21 

is created as share
21

 = share
11_21

 XOR share
11

.

17) Share share_P
2 
is created as share_P

2
 = share

21
 XOR share

22
.

18) The original face image is reconstructed as share_P
1
 XOR share_P

2
.

19) Now live fingerprint of a voter is taken and compared with the reconstructed fingerprint. If it

matches then go to next step number 21. Otherwise, go to next step.

20) Live photograph of voter’s face is taken and compared with reconstructed face image. If it matches

then go to step 21. Otherwise voter is given three chances. After third chance, if none of the biometric

features is matched then reject the voter as not authentic voter.

21) Allow voter to vote and set STATUS flag as FALSE.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During registration phase, shares of the fingerprint are created as shown in figure-1. Shares of face image

are created as shown in figure-2.

Shares share_P
1
 and share_T

1
 are stored in the smart card. Recursive XOR-based visual cryptography

is used for shares share_P
2
 and share_T

2
. Invertible property of XOR is used for the construction of shares

for storing in different databases as shown in figure-3.

Shares from the database are XORed to generate share for construction of In authentication phase,

fingerprint image and face image as shown in figure-4.

Figure 1: Shares of Fingerprint Image
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Figure 2: Shares of Face Image

Figure 3: Shares to Databases

Figure 4: Shares from Databases
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The fingerprint image is reconstructed as shown in figure-5. The face image is reconstructed as shown

in figure-6.

Figure 5: Reconstruction of Fingerprint Image

Figure 6: Reconstruction of Face Image

We have compared reconstructed image with original image. There is no change in any single pixel as

XOR operation is invertible. So, we get MSE as zero and PSNR as infinity for both images. The result is

shown in figure-7.

 During authentication phase, images are reconstructed by using shares from VIC and four shares from

four different databases located on four different servers. If fake VIC is produced during authentication,

then it will contain fake shares. Original fingerprint and face image will not be reconstructed as fake shares
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Figure 7: MSE and PSNR

from the database are XORed with database shares. So, the fake voter will be caught easily with this

process.

5. CONCLUSION

Non-transferable credentials like biometric features are used in authentication along with password

authentication. Only authentic voter can pass our authentication. Both VIC and databases contain shares of

images instead of original images. Thus, confidentiality of voter’s registration database is maintained. Use

of hash code helps to know whether database and VIC have tampered or not. The System maintains STATUS

flag for each voter which guarantees one vote per voter.
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